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PLANNING — MARINE PARADE, COTTESLOE 

Grievance 

DR D.J. HONEY (Cottesloe — Leader of the Liberal Party) [9.22 am]: My grievance is to the Minister for 
Planning, and I thank the minister for receiving it. On 29 July, Cottesloe town council was advised that the 
Western Australian Planning Commission would today consider an application for a seven-storey mixed-use 
development at 120 Marine Parade, Cottesloe. This is a revision of a previous eight-storey proposal that the Cottesloe 
council opposed. That proposal in turn was preceded by a nine-storey development proposal that was also rejected 
by the local community. The council was consulted on the first two proposals, both of which were opposed. This time 
there was no consultation with the council or the community about the new seven-storey proposal. The opposition 
to the two previous proposals was primarily due to the proposed height being deemed to be out of character with 
the suburb and the immediate beachfront area, and exceeding the local planning scheme height limit. 

After a period of public debate about the appropriate development on the Cottesloe foreshore, the council and the 
community eventually agreed that there should be a five-storey, 21-metre limit for most of Marine Parade. Due to 
the topography of the area, it is possible to have slightly higher development at selected locations that would still 
be within the 21-metre height limit. The community was very involved in the formulation of the local structure plan, 
showing that the local community is not opposed to any development, but, rather, it wants suitable development 
that protects the character of Cottesloe beach. 

The proponent for the 120 Marine Parade development indicated previously to the council that a five-storey proposal 
would be submitted to it. I understand that council officers indicated to the owners of the location that support 
would be forthcoming for such a development. The five-storey proposal appeared only as a concept plan, with 
a cafe and 10 apartments. However, this plan was not pursued by the proponent because of the government’s new 
emergency planning law changes that shut the community out of development applications. It seems clear that the 
project proponent is using the changes made to the Planning and Development Act to bypass the local community 
and the local planning scheme and build an apartment block that exceeds the local planning scheme height limits. 

A major factor driving concern about the proposed height is that the land at this location sits around four storeys 
higher than the beach; hence, at the beachside, the proposed development would appear as an 11-storey block of 
apartments overlooking the beach. The height of this proposed development means that the structure would overlook 
Cottesloe main beach and would be very visible to people using the beach. At present, the view from the beach is 
limited to glimpses of low-rise buildings, trees and the sky. High-rise apartments like this completely alter the amenity 
and will become the benchmark as the minimum height for any future developments. There is no significant benefit 
to the local or broader metropolitan community from allowing this development to exceed the local planning scheme 
height limit. The general public will have access only to the ground floor commercial space; hence, any height above 
five storeys will do nothing to further activate the area for the general public. The proposed building will house 
only 13 apartments, which means that a very small number of people will gain a beachside view, whilst diminishing 
the visual amenity for thousands of people who use the beach, as well as many more people who live nearby. 

It should be noted that the proponent is asking for an extension from 12 months to 24 months for substantial 
commencement. This critically undermines the project’s standing as a shovel-ready project and thus it should not 
be dealt with under the special COVID emergency rules. The proponent’s consultants have acknowledged that 
conditions concerning vehicle access to the rear remain unresolved, and are asking for the conditions to be removed. 
One of the neighbours has indicated that they will not allow that. It is of great concern that a critical issue such as 
vehicle access remains unresolved for a project seeking approval. 
The seven-storey proposal has only two more apartments than the five-storey plan. That is a lot of community 
disruption for two extra apartments, and these will be very high value apartments not for general use. It is my 
understanding that the redevelopment was sufficiently profitable at a height limit of five storeys. The additional 
storeys will simply increase the profit for a few investors, again with a negative impact on thousands of beach users 
and a loss of amenity to the local community. Overriding the wishes of the overwhelming majority of the local 
community in this way for the benefit of a handful of potential occupants and increased profits for a very small 
number of investors would be an abuse of proper planning processes. 
The Town of Cottesloe opposes the development for various reasons that were discussed at its special council 
meeting held on Tuesday night. The council’s concerns include the following points. The development does not 
give due regard to the aims of the local planning scheme. It does not constitute proper and orderly planning that 
preserves the amenity of the area. It is an ad hoc development that undermines the council’s ability to ensure that 
other developments are sympathetic to the beachfront character. Vehicle access will create problems for people, 
as well as disrupt the aim of making Cottesloe pedestrian and cycle friendly. It will set a precedent for high-rise 
developments on Cottesloe Beach. It will have an overbearing presence from the beach and it is on land that is 
four storeys higher than the beach. The value of the proposal is questionable—whether it has been inflated to meet 
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the special planning threshold, because the stated costs will make these amongst the most expensive apartments 
on a square-metre basis. Cottesloe Beach has a special coastal character that would be destroyed by an array of 
high-rise developments fronting the beach. There is nothing unique or sculpturally elegant about the building 
design. Parking and waste collection plans remain unconvincing; in fact, they are not finalised and are unconvincing 
in terms of the impact on the neighbours. The council’s view is that the state development assessment unit ought 
not to have recommended the proposal to the planning commission without consulting Cottesloe council. I reinforce 
that doubts over the cost estimates of the project are perceived to be extremely high and possibly inflated to meet 
the SDAU threshold. 
I have heard many members of Parliament, including Labor members, speak repeatedly about the need for local 
community wishes to be respected in planning decisions. Local communities live with the legacy of planning 
decisions, not the developers or the decision-makers; therefore, we must put the local community back into local 
planning. As the planning commission is meeting today to consider this proposal, I wrote to the Minister for Planning 
yesterday. It was a plea to the minister to respect the wishes of the local community by directing the commission 
to return the matter to the local community or, at the very least, return it to the SDAU with instructions to take note 
of the local community’s views in its considerations. I believe it would be entirely inappropriate for this development 
to proceed and entirely appropriate for the minister to intercede in this matter. If this matter is allowed to go ahead 
as intended, it will mean that any local planning scheme in any shire has effectively been ripped up. I sincerely 
ask the minister to intercede in this matter to ensure that the local planning scheme is respected. 
MS R. SAFFIOTI (West Swan — Minister for Planning) [9.28 am]: I thank the member for Cottesloe for his 
grievance today. I want to note a couple of points. This is currently going through a decision-making process, so what 
the member wants me to do is politically interfere in an independent decision-making process, which is absolutely 
wrong. I will not be interfering in an independent decision-making process. A live decision is being made today.  
Last week I delivered a speech at the turning of the sod ceremony for the Grove Residences development in 
Claremont, and who was sitting there in the second row? It was the member for Cottesloe, there for the opening 
of a new development in Claremont—a development that, had it followed the scheme, should have been only 
eight storeys, but the joint development assessment panel approved 16 storeys. Does the member support that 
development in Claremont? 
Dr D.J. Honey interjected. 
Ms R. SAFFIOTI: So the member supports that project going to 16 storeys, even though the council recommended 
against that and two councillors sitting on the JDAP also recommended against that? I do not understand the member’s 
logic and reasoning on these issues. He sat there in the second row, happy to drink the developer’s champagne and 
eat their food — 
Dr D.J. Honey interjected. 
Ms R. SAFFIOTI: He was happy to be there to support a new development that exceeded the height rules, because 
it is a good development. It went to 16 storeys instead of eight, but it provides public open space and a lot of other 
benefits. He was happy to sit there — 
Dr D.J. Honey interjected. 
Ms R. SAFFIOTI: I did not interrupt the member. 
He was happy to attend the turning of the sod ceremony for a Subiaco development that went to 24 storeys instead 
of the 16 storeys recommended under the local planning scheme. He was also happy to sit there for the opening of 
the Claremont development. The council recommended against that development, but the member for Cottesloe is 
happy to support it. Why? 
Dr D.J. Honey: It’s an appropriate development. 
Ms R. SAFFIOTI: Oh, you are making that judgement? First the member tells me that we have to listen to the 
council at all times, but now, because he thinks it is an okay project, he is telling me something else. Does the member 
think the council should be the decision-maker or not? 
Dr D.J. Honey interjected. 
Ms R. SAFFIOTI: Let us go through the facts. This is a live decision-making process, so I feel quite uncomfortable 
talking about it, but I have to respond to some of the claims the member made. The initial proposal was for 
nine storeys — 
Dr D.J. Honey interjected. 
Ms R. SAFFIOTI: Have some respect! 
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It is now seven storeys. The height of the building at the front is 21.2 metres. Does the member know the local 
planning scheme’s requirement for the maximum height at the front of a building? It is 21 metres, so this is 
20 centimetres higher than was required by the local planning scheme. This is what the member is arguing about. 
There has been consultation and community input, and there is now a decision-making process to be gone through. 
I do not know where the Liberal Party in WA is at. Who has the right to apply for a development on their property 
and go through a legal process? I think people have the right to do that. There are rules and legislation in place. There 
is legislation that was passed by the former Liberal–National government. That is legislation; people have the right 
to use that legislation and other paths, whether through JDAPs or local councils. They have a legal right to do 
that. The member is asking me to interfere with a legal right, and I have been asked to do that a number of times: 
“This project, go and interfere with that; that project, go and interfere with that.” I am not going to do that. People 
have rights. This is the party that talks about private property rights and the party that is meant to stand up for people 
protecting their private property rights. Now the member wants me to veto developments here and there across 
WA. I have been asked to veto this and veto that, including schemes and projects that were supported by previous 
governments. There are projects around the state that have environmental approvals, yet the member wants me to 
veto developments everywhere. I am not going to do that. 
This project is going through a decision-making process, and I will let that run its course. The member’s hypocrisy 
is such that less than a week ago he was sitting there, supporting a significant project in Claremont. He was loving 
it, lapping it up and talking to everyone about a 16-storey project that was opposed by the council and by individual 
councillors. The member is okay with that development because he likes it, but he does not like this one. That is 
the logic that the member is using. 
With regard to the issues of the pandemic and economic recovery, remember when the Liberal Party used to be known 
for economic management in this state? It was a while ago when the Liberal Party used to be known as the party for 
protecting property rights and the party that talked about economic activity. The idea that economic recovery after the 
pandemic is over and we do not need to do anything else—everyone can go home, because economic recovery is over—
is false. We want to create a pipeline of work for Western Australians, whether it be in civil construction, road, rail and 
transport or developments. We want a pipeline of work. The Liberal Party’s idea is, “We’ve got enough work now. Let’s 
all go home and not support any future development in WA.” That is not a policy that we adopt. We need a pipeline 
of work for the next five to 10 years to ensure that our economic recovery is sustained. That is what we will be doing. 
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